based Support Vector Machine (SVM) package. It is designed to offer an end-user a fully functional and user friendly SVM tool which utilizes the power of GPUs. The core package includes an efficient cross validation tool, a fast training tool and a predicting tool. In this article, we first introduce the background theory of how we build our parallel SVM solver using CUDA programming model. Then we compare our GPUSVM package with the popular state of the art Libsvm package on several well known datasets. The preliminary results have shown one to two orders of magnitude speed improvement in both training and predicting phases compared to Libsvm using our Tesla server.
Introduction
The recent developments of Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) have shown superb computational performance on floating point operations compared to the current mainstream multi-core Central Processing Unit (CPU). Certain high performance GPUs are now designed to solve general purpose computing problems instead of graphic rendering, which was considered as the sole purpose of using GPUs previously. More and more research work have shown promising performance results gained by using GPUs on a wide area of topics. Two recent applications of using GPU for fast distance computations [18] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) training [19] on large datasets have shown great speed improvements. Although not all algorithms can be parallelized, many applications can benefit from the massive parallel processing capability of GPU by doing some very simple tweaks. For example, using GPU Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (CUBLAS) 1 instead of conventional Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) 2 can speed up the application three to five times. Those algorithms which are benefited the most from GPUs are often called data parallel algorithms [11] . They usually show very good data level parallelism compared to other algorithms. Task level parallelism is not the primary advantage of GPU compared to multi-core CPU, however possibilities of using both task and data level parallelism should be explored and analyzed in order to achieve the maximum performance of GPU. Although there are plenty of researches done using GPU to improve speed performance of complex algorithms, many applications are still theory oriented and lack of practical usage. For example, Catanzaro et al. developed an SVM using Computing Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) in [3] . However, there is no cross validation support. Cross validation is considered as the most important procedure for finding the best parameter in order to build an accurate model using SVM. This paper not only introduces the parallel SVM algorithm designed for GPU programming, but it also implements it using CUDA framework and makes it practical for processing real world datasets. The CUDA implementation of parallel SVM developed in this paper has achieved great performance using Fermi series of GPUs, which are the second generation hardware platform for CUDA. The software utilizes the parallelism in both data level and task level to maximize the performance of GPUs. It also leverages the computation load between CPU and GPU. This helps improving the efficiency of the GPUSVM algorithm. The current implementation of the GPUSVM outperforms the state of the art LIBSVM tool in speed performance for both training phase and predicting phase. It also has as good accuracy performance as LIBSVM. Besides, the software is compatible with previous generation of GPUs and it is practical in solving real world problems. It is also designed to support multi-GPU system to enable even further speed improvement on cross-validation training, which is a slow procedure in classic sequential machines. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the history and current development of SVM using sequential and parallel methods. It presents the basic principles of SVM and introduces the GPU hardware and its software platform CUDA for general purpose computing. Section 3 explains the Parallel Sequential Minimal Optimization (PSMO) algorithm implemented on GPU using CUDA. This is the core SVM solver. It also explains the cache design in GPUSVM which helps on accelerating the SVM training. The last part of this section introduces the GUI of GPUSVM and its three-layer structure. Performance results of GPUSVM package is shown in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and points out the potential extensions for the project.
Background and related work
Support Vector Machine [22] is a learning algorithm which has become popular due to its high accuracy performance in solving both regression and classification tasks. Nevertheless, the training phase of an SVM is a computationally expensive task because the core part of the training stage is solving a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem [21] . There are countless efforts and research which have been done on how to reduce the training time of SVM. After Vapnik invented SVM, he described a method known as "chunking" to break down the large QP problem into a series of smaller QP problems. This method significantly reduced the size of the matrix but it still could not solve large problems due to the computer memory limitations at that time. Osuna et al. presented a decomposition approach using iterative methods in [20] . Joachims introduced practical techniques such as shrinking and kernel caching in [15] , which are common implementation in many modern SVM software today. He also published his own SVM software called SVMLight [15] that uses these techniques. Platt invented Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [21] to solve the standard QP problem by iteratively solving a QP problem with only two unknowns using analytic methods. This method requires a small amount of computer memory. Therefore, it addresses the memory limitation issue brought by large training datasets. Later on, Keerthi et al. developed an improved SMO in [16] , which resolved the slow convergence issue in Platt's method. More recently Fan et al. introduced a series of working set selection [7] , which further improved the speed of convergence. The method has been implemented in the state of the art Libsvm software 3 Huang et al. developed the ISDA algorithm [13] to solve the SVM QP problem without the bias. The above major contributions summarize the work of how to implement a fast classic SVM in sequential programming. Some earlier works using parallel techniques in SVM can be found in [4, 6, 23] and [12] . Cao et al. presented a very practical Parallel SMO [2] implemented with Message Passing Interface on a cluster system. The performance gain of training SVM using clusters shows the beauty of parallel processing. This method is also the foundation of our GPUSVM package. Graf et al. introduced the Cascade SVM [9] which decomposes the training dataset to multiple chunks and trains them separately. Then the support vectors from different individual classifiers are combined and fed back to the system again. They proved that the global optimal solution can be achieved by using this method. This parallelism is in the task level compared to the data level parallelism in Cao et al. 's work [2] . Cascade SVM offers a way to handle ultra-large datasets training. Catanzaro et al. proposed a method to train a binary SVM classifier using GPU in [3] . They use a map-reduce technique. Significant speed improvement is reported compared to the Libsvm software. The latest GPU version of SVM is from Herrero-Lopez et al. [10] . They enable the possibility of training a multi-class classification problem on a GPU. Although several scientific work and research have shown the possibilities of using GPU to accelerate the SVM applications, there is not one complete package which integrates enough functionalities and provides an user friendly interface. Our aim is to build a comprehensive SVM package, GPUSVM, which can be easily used and integrated into the real world SVM applications. The current build of GPUSVM package offers an efficient cross validation tool for finding the best training parameters, a training tool for generating the SVM model from the training dataset with specific input parameters and kernel type and a predicting tool for doing predictions on query datasets. The cross validation tool supports multi-GPU system.
Support vector machine
This section briefly reviews the basic principles of designing an SVM for solving two-class classification problems. An SVM is a statistical learning model which uses some existing samples, known as support vectors, to build a hyperplane in the feature space of the input dataset. This hyperplane maximizes the margin and separates the two classes in the input dataset from each other as far as possible. SVM is typically used in solving classification problem and the model can be adapted to solve regression problems as well. Common applications using SVMs include image processing, text recognition, financial data prediction, web page classification, etc. More details of SVM formulation and examples can be found in [1] .
Hard-margin linear SVM
A hard-margin linear SVM is the simplest form of SVM which separates two classes without fault tolerance. This requires that the input dataset does not contain overlapping classes. Hard-margin SVM forms a hyperplane that separates a set of data points with label "+1" from a set of data points with label "-1" using the maximum margin. The graphic presentation is shown in Figure 1 . The output of a training data point can be computed by
where is the normal vector to the separation hyperplane and is a training data point. The term is an added bias. In the case of linearly separable dataset, no training data point satisfies ( ) = 0. Thus, to control separability, the following inequalities
are used. They are equivalent to (
All hyperplanes which satisfy
can separate the dataset correctly. They are called feasible solutions. When = 0, the hyperplane is in the middle of two hyperplanes with = −1 and = 1. The margin is defined as the distance, multiplied by 2, from a hyperplane to its nearest positive and negative points. The margin can be calculated by A hyperplane is considered as optimal if it is a feasible solution and it has the maximum margin. Equation 4 shows that the maximum margin can be found when the Euclidean norm of , which satisfies Equation 2, is minimized. The following optimization problem
can be formulated to find the optimal hyperplane. is the th training data point, and is the corresponding label of . The value of is either +1 or −1. This optimization problem can be transformed to a dual form
using Lagrangian multipliers. It is a quadratic programming problem where the objective function L solely depends on Lagrangian multipliers α. The value of is the total number of training data points. There is an one-to-one relationship between each Lagrangian multiplier and each training data point. For those training data points whose α is bigger than zero, they are referred as support vectors. S describes the set which contains all support vectors. Once the QP problem is solved and the α is found, the normal vector and the bias can be computed by
The classification function uses the following sgn function
( ) = +1 ⇒ ∈ Positive Class; −1 ⇒ ∈ Negative Class which assigns the correct label to an input query.
L1 soft-margin linear SVM
The SVM was originally proposed as an algorithm searching for the maximal margin in classifying two linearly separable classes. It is also referred to as hard-margin linear SVM introduced in the previous section. It cannot classify datasets with overlapping classes. However, most real world datasets contain overlapping classes. In order to utilize the merits of SVM on overlapped datasets, Cortes and Vapnik [5] proposed an extension by adding a set of slack variables ζ , which allows certain degree of misclassifications. This formulation is called soft-margin SVM and it is shown in min ζ 1 2
where ζ permits a few misclassifications and the penalty value C determines the trade off between the maximization of the margin and the minimization of the errors. This optimization problem has a dual form as shown in
The Lagrangian multiplier α has a box constraint and an equality constraint shown in Equation 11 . And each data point is associated with one α . In order to guarantee the existence of an optimal point for a positive definite QP problem, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions should be satisfied. The KKT conditions for the QP problem described in Equation 11 are met when
There are three different cases for α : After the dual variables are calculated, the bias is averaged over all unbounded support vectors by
The query point can be classified using
and
where () is a sign function.
L1 soft-margin nonlinear SVM
Linear SVM is fast and efficient when the input dataset has a large feature space and the samples are sparsely distributed. However, some datasets may contain a small feature space and the samples are heavily overlapped. In this case, linear SVM does not offer very good accuracy performance compared to other classification tools. To address this issue, the original feature space of the input dataset is mapped to a much higher feature space using kernel functions. And the separation hyperplane is created in this high dimensional feature space where the samples are sparsely distributed. The dual form of an L1 soft-margin nonlinear SVM is very similar to Equation 11.
The kernel function K ( ) introduced in Equation 16 maps the original input space to a higher dimensional dot-product feature space. Several popular kernel functions are listed in Table 1 . The bias term can be computed by 
Type of Classifier
Kernel Function
and the decision function is
Computing the outputs of kernel functions are referred to as kernel computations, which are expensive in terms of time cost due to its nature of intensive computation. These computations drastically slow down the training procedure of SVM. Kernel computations can be accelerated by using GPUs, but it is more important to minimize the total amount of kernel computations. This can be done through caching which is explained in Section 3.2.
General purpose computing using graphic processing unit
This section briefly introduces the GPU hardware and the CUDA development platform. The proposed GPUSVM tool is built on CUDA framework and it runs on NVIDIA's GPUs. The introductions of GPUs and CUDA can help readers understand the parallel architecture of the hardware and how the GPUSVM algorithm, which will be presented in the next section, is designed to utilize the parallel processing capability of the GPUs.
Graphic processing unit
GPUs are micro processors commonly seen on video cards. The main function of GPU is offloading and accelerating the graphic rendering jobs from the CPU. Rendering is a process of generating an image from a model by a set of computer programs and it usually involves floating point intensive computations based on various mathematical equations. Thus, before 2006, most of these GPUs were designed in a way that computing resources were partitioned into vertexes and pixel shaders. Even though the hardware of GPUs have matured for intensive floating point computations, there is no other way but using OpenGL or DirectX to access the features in GPUs. Smart programmers disguised their general computations to graphic problems in order to utilize the hardware capability of GPU. They were the first who started to use GPUs to solve general purpose computing problems. In order to overcome this inflexibility, NVIDIA introduced the GeForce 8800 GTX in 2006, which maps the separated programmable graphics stages to an array of unified processors. Figure 2 shows the shader pipeline of GeForce 8800 GTX GPU. It is organized into an array of highly threaded streaming processors (SMs). In Figure 2 , two SMs form a building block; however, the number of SMs in a building block can vary between different generations of CUDA GPUs. Each SM in Figure 2 has a number of streaming processors (SPs) that share control logic and instruction cache. Each GPU currently comes with up to 6GB (e.g. Tesla C2070) GDDR DRAM, referred to as global memory. These global memory are essentially the frame buffer memory that is used for graphics. For graphics applications, they hold video images and texture information for rendering, but for computing purpose they function as high bandwidth off-chip memory. All later GPU products from NVIDIA follow this design philosophy thus they are capable of general purpose computing and referred to as CUDA capable devices. The latest Tesla GPU has the shader processors (cores) fully programmable with large instruction memory, instruction cache and instruction sequencing control logic. In order to reduce the total hardware cost, several shader processors will share the same instruction cache and instruction sequencing control logic. The Tesla architecture introduced a more generic parallel programming model with a hierarchy of parallel threads, barrier synchronization and atomic operations to dispatch and manage highly parallel computing work. Combined with C/C++ compiler, libraries, runtime software and other useful components, CUDA Software Development Kit is offered to developers who do not posses the programming knowledge of graphic applications. With a minimal learning curve of some extended C/C++ syntax and some basic parallel computing techniques, developers can start migrating existing projects using CUDA with NVIDIA GPUs.
Computing unified device architecture
CUDA is a software platform developed by NVIDIA to support their general purpose computing GPUs for easy programming and porting existing applications to GPUs. It primarily uses C/C++ syntax and a few new keywords as an extension, which offers a very low learning curve for an application designer. The latest CUDA version has been supported by various third parties. Many toolboxes and plug-ins can be found to help increase the productivity. CUDA memory model and thread organization is introduced in this part. Each block can contain at most 1024 (Fermi series) or 512 threads in either -or -dimension, or maximally 64 in -dimension. The total number of threads in all three dimensions must be less than or equal to 1024 or 512 depending on the hardware specification. The organization of threads is shown in Figure 4 . The host (CPU) launches the kernel function on the device (GPU) in the form of grid structure. Once the computation is done, the device becomes available again then the host can launch another kernel function. If multiple devices are available at the same time, every kernel function can be managed through one CPU thread. It is fairly easy to launch a grid structure containing thousands of threads. The optimum number of thread and block configuration varies among different applications. To achieve better performance, there should be at least thousands or tens of thousands of threads with in one grid. It would not make much sense to use too few threads to extract maximal performance from hardware. However, too many threads whose number exceeds the number of data would also increase the thread overhead and bring down the efficiency. The multiprocessor creates, manages, schedules, and executes threads in groups of 32 parallel threads called warps. Thus a multiple of 32 could be a good candidate value for the optimal number of threads per block. Threads within the same block have limited shared memory and they are able to communicate with each other by using these shared memory. All threads have their own registers and access to the global memory as well as the constant memory. The size of the global memory can be as large as up to 6GB (depending on the GPU hardware). Similar to Message Passing Interface (MPI), there is no shared memory between host and device thus the data must be transferred from the host memory to device memory in the first place. The result must also be transferred back for future processing or storage. 
GPUSVM
This section starts to introduce the proposed GPUSVM algorithm, which is the CUDA based Parallel SMO. Then the unique cache design of GPUSVM is presented to show how to reduce the duplicated kernel computations. By heavily reducing the kernel computations, the speed performance of GPUSVM in training phase is greatly improved. At the end of this section, the user friendly Graphic User Interface of GPUSVM is introduced.
CUDA based parallel SMO
Cao et al. [2] developed the PSMO algorithm to accelerate binary SVM training by partitioning the input dataset and splitting it across multiple computing nodes. Herrero-Lopez et al. [10] further improved it and developed the P2SMO algorithm for multi-class SVM. GPUSVM borrows the merits from these two algorithms including parallel scan, parallel updating error vectors. Define the following index sets at a given α and :
The KKT conditions can be rewritten as 
thus the objective is eliminating all ( ) pairs which violate the KKT condition. However, it is usually not possible to achieve the exact optimality conditions. Thus, it is necessary to define the approximate optimality conditions. This is shown in the following equation:
where τ is a positive tolerance parameter. It is usually set to 0 001 for general applications recommended in [21] . The bias value can be computed by
In each iteration of the training phase, the α values are updated by
After new α values are computed, the error vector for all training data must be updated by
The complete algorithm is shown below: 
Cache design
In Section 2.1, we have mentioned that the kernel computations are the most expensive operations in SVM training phase. Thus, it is very important and critical to minimize the duplicated kernel computations. However, it is not possible to store the kernel values for all support vectors due to the memory limitation. This issue can be resolved by designing an efficient cache. The cache is used for storing the kernel values, which might be reused in future iteration. There are two layers in the cache shown in Figure 5 . They are the abstract layer and the physical layer. The abstract layer is used as a programming interface to maintain the Least Recently Used (LRU) list which is on the CPU side. The physical layer is the GPU device memory layout. A 2D array referred to as cache array on the GPU device is used as the storage of kernel matrix. Each row stores a kernel vector containing kernel values from one support vector to all data points. Thus the number of columns is fixed to the number of all data points and the number of rows is the size of the cache, which depends upon the available memory on the GPU device. The abstract layer contains a vector of nodes and a LRU list. Each nodes includes information about status, location and lrulistpos. By carrying out the above operations, the most recently used support vector will always appear at the head of the LRU list. Whenever the cache is full, the erased point is always the least recently used support vector. This cache design minimizes the unnecessary kernel computations within one single binary task as well as multitask cross validation. If the cache size is large enough, kernel vectors of all support vectors appeared during training are only computed once.
A glance of GPUSVM
GPUSVM has three layers. The top layer is a Graphic User Interface (GUI) written in Java. The GUI offers the user easy access to the tools and parameter setting. It has three main tabs which are for cross validation, training and predicting purposes. They are shown in Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 . The cross validation interface allows the user to choose the training file and configure various parameters such as kernel type and scaling method. User can enter the specific GPU device id in a list to run the cross validation procedure on multiple GPUs if available. Our tesla system has two Tesla C2070s and six Tesla C2050s, thus the user can use all eight GPUs to accelerate the cross validation at the same time. The results of the cross validation will be returned as a table showing both number of support vectors and number of misclassifications for all different combinations of the training parameters. It draws a 2D surface for Gaussian/polynomial kernel and a curve for linear kernel. The training interface lets the user choose the training file and enter the specific parameters for a particular kernel. The user is also able to choose one GPU device to run the training task. After the training procedure is done, a model file will be generated which contains all the necessary information for making predictions on the query datasets. The training file could also be scaled before it is used. Three scaling methods are offered which are [0 1], [−1 1] and zero mean. The scaling information are stored in a separated file which is used to scale the query datasets to align the input feature space. The predicting interface requires the user to choose the query datasets and the model file as well as the scaling file if scaling is done before training phase. The user can specify the GPU device id for predicting phase. The result shows the number of misclassifications and the actual predicting accuracy. The middle layer of GPUSVM package are several script files written in Python. Their major tasks are doing file manipulations. The shuffling tool rearranges the input data sequences randomly which is critical in cross validation. In each fold of cross validation, if the training part does not have equal distributions from all different classes, it could lead to some bad results. The scaling tool scales the input dataset according to a particular scaling method or an existing scaling file. The cross validation tool slices the input data file to multiple folds and prepare the training dataset and verification dataset for the SVM solver and predictor. The SVM solver tool and predictor tool calls the actual routine in the bottom layer for training and predicting purposes. The bottom layer of GPUSVM package contains only two executable files written in C on top of CUDA. One is an SVM solver which solves the QP problem in SVM and generate the model file using GPU. The other one is a predictor which takes in the query file and a model file generated by the SVM solver to make predictions.
Performance results
This section presents the performance results obtained by GPUSVM. The following measurements are carried out by our latest tesla system equipped with two Intel Xeon X5680 3.3 GHz six-core CPUs, 96GB ECC DDR3 1333MHz main memory, six Tesla C2050s with 3GB GDDR5 memory each and two Tesla C2070s with 6GB GDDR5 memory each. The storage device is a 128GB SSD with Fedora Core Linux 14 x64 installed. The CUDA driver and runtime version are both 3.2.
Datasets
All datasets used in the experiments are downloaded from official Libsvm website with pre-scaled value. The characteristics of the datasets and the training parameters for the Gaussian RBF kernel are listed in Table 2 . Several of them are binary class datasets and the others are multi-class datasets. Glass, iris, wine, sonar, breast-cancer, adult datasets are from UCI [8] and heart, letter, shuttle datasets are from Statlog 4 . Usps is a hand written dataset [14] for text recognition. Web is web pages text categorization used in [21] . Mnist is another hand written text recognition dataset used in [17] .
The training parameter C is the penalty value and γ is the shape value of RBF kernel. The best C and γ are found out by using 5-fold cross validation on C ∈ {2 ∈ [−10 10]} γ ∈ {2 ∈ [−5 5]}. Table 3 shows the accuracy performance between GPUSVM and Libsvm. In this test, both methods have very close performance compared to each other on all datasets. The final accuracies are slightly different due to the different number of support vectors used. GPUSVM uses a little more support vectors compared to Libsvm. This is because Libsvm uses a working set method which solves a QP problem with its size larger than two. GPUSVM uses analytic method to iteratively solve QP problems with its size fixed at two. Also, Libsvm implements OVO and GPUSVM uses OVA approach for multi-class datasets.
Accuracy performance comparison test

Speed performance comparison test
The following tests shown in Table 4 and Table 5 are the speed performance between Libsvm and GPUSVM in both training and predicting phases. Datasets which do not have testing set use training set for predicting purpose. The performance of Libsvm using one core of Xeon processor is set as the base line. It is compared with Libsvm using all 12 cores from two Xeon CPUs with Libsvm's built in OpenMP feature enabled. The total number of threads is set at 12 to extract the maximum performance of multi-core CPU. GPUSVM using one Tesla C2050/C2070 is also listed as the comparison reference. All GPU devices used for tests have the Error Correction Code (ECC) function disabled. This will free more device memory to applications. It is easy to see that whether using GPU or multi-core CPU does not bring any performance gain for solving small SVM classification problem due to the overhead of using OpenMP and CUDA. On the other hand, GPUSVM shows much better performance on medium to large datasets and it achieves a speedup of 2.27x -77x. Tesla C2070 is generally faster than Tesla C2050 because of the doubled device memory. The speed performance of OpenMP enabled Libsvm is quite well too. This is due to the shared memory system setting. All threads resided in the CPU can access the large main memory. However, this performance is strictly limited by the number of CPUs and the cores of each CPU on the motherboard. That means the maximum performance of CPU in this workstation is achieved. Using any number of threads other than 12 will not gain any benefit. On the other hand, the potential of using GPU is huge since there is only one GPU device involved in the current testing.
Cross validation comparison
The speed performance of cross validation is not done due to the difficulties of setting a base line. Using more GPU devices roughly gives a linear speed improvement in the cross validation procedure. This is also true in Libsvm. When OpenMP is enabled in Libsvm, more cores bring similar linear improvement. If only one CPU core is used in Libsvm and one GPU device is used in GPUSVM, the speed performance of cross validation is close to the result shown in the previous one.
Conclusions and future work
In sum, GPUSVM shows excellent speed improvement compared to the state of the art Libsvm. The time costs for both the training phase and testing phase are significantly reduced. It has as good performance as LIBSVM in terms of classification accuracy. GPUSVM also offers a nicer GUI for end-user. It includes cross validation tool, training tool and predicting tool and forms a complete package for solving real world SVM problems. It also supports multi-GPU hardware environment.The three-layer structure of GPUSVM makes it easier to add more components and functionalities in the future. However, GPUSVM still lacks certain features compared to Libsvm such as support for L2 SVM and support for solving regression problems. The top and middle layer of GPUSVM relies on Java and Python environment which could be a problem in certain system. GPUSVM is a starting point of building efficient SVM package for GPUs. We plan to integrate more functionalities in the future work such as support for solving regression problems which is the number one task. Other things such as different methods for multi-class classification, more kernel functions and more adaptable support for multi-GPU system will be continuously added to the package. 
